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ABSTRACT GUIDELINES
Abstract guidelines are the same for oral presentations and posters. All oral presentations will
run for 12 minutes with 3 additional minutes for questions. Indicate your preferred delivery
method on the form below, but please note that there are a limited number of oral presentation
slots available so we cannot guarantee an oral presentation.
Abstracts should be prepared based on the template below and submitted by email no later
than 27 April 2018. Please do not alter the styles, fonts or layout of the template. Simply
overwrite the text indicated to use the preset styles for title, authors, address, abstract.
Abstracts are to be no more than 250 words; accepted abstracts longer than this will be
truncated to the required length.
The abstract should provide a short summary of the proposed presentation, complete in itself.
Do not include references, tables or figures.
Please also supply a brief 2-3 sentence bio including your current position and research
interests using the template below. Session chairs may draw on this to introduce you.
Abstracts will be reviewed by a conference subcommittee and applicants notified before the
early bird registration closes on 31 May 2018. Particular consideration will be given to talks
addressing the conference theme of ‘Habitat’ and we hope to have an overall program that
represents the diverse range of bird habitats in Australia.
Please name your abstract file according to this format “QOC_Surname_Abstract_presentationor-poster" in Microsoft Word format (doesn’t matter which version).
Submit your abstract and bio with the subject title “Abstract submission” using the template
below to queenslandbirdconference@gmail.com

QOC 2018
Abstract Template
Title of abstract
Preferred delivery: Oral talk ☐

Poster ☐

First author [full name]1,2, Second author1 and Third author2,3
1Author

Affiliation1 including institution and mailing address; 2Author Affiliation2; 3Author
Affiliation3, etc., Presenting author to be underlined and include email address.
Please type in the text of your abstract here, overwriting this text. Abstracts are to be no more than
250 words.
Please type in the text of your bio here, overwriting this text. Bios are to be no more than 3
sentences.

